Timely response is extremely important in emergency management. However, cardinal inconsistent data may exist in a judgment matrix because of the limited expertise, preference conflict as well as the complexity nature of the decision problems. The existing inconsistent data processing models for positive reciprocal matrix either are complicated or dependent on the priority weights, which will delay the decision making process in emergency. In this paper, a geometric mean induced bias matrix (GMIBM), which is only based on the original matrix A, is proposed to quickly identify the most inconsistent data in the judgment matrix. The correctness and effectiveness of the proposed model are proved mathematically and illustrated by two numerical examples. The results show that the proposed model not only preserves most of the original information in matrix A, but also is faster than existing methods.
Introduction
Emergency management is an interdisciplinary field, and is in essence a complex multi-objective optimization problem [1] . Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methods have therefore been extensively employed to study emergency management, for instance, the Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) [2] , Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) [3] , Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluations (PROMETHEE) [4] , Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) ( [5] , [6] ,and [7] ), Analytic Network Process (ANP) ( [8] , [9] ), Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) [10] , Fusion Approach of MCDM (FAMCDM) methods [11] etc. Among these MCDM methods, AHP and ANP are two of the most popular methods for studying emergency management, and usually used to assess the emergency management performance, select the best emergency response alternatives or emergency recovery alternatives and allocate reasonable relief resources etc.
In the AHP/ANP, the tangible and intangible attributes or criteria are always measured by numerical data through pairwise comparisons, and displayed in a judgment matrix whose numerical data are positive and reciprocal. The data of judgment matrix are usually provided by experts and collected through questionnaire survey [12] . Therefore, the data may be inconsistent because of the limited expertise, preference conflict as well as the complexity nature of the decision problems etc ( [13] , [14] ). For instance, assume there are three emergency response alternatives, A, B, and C, the i th expert thinks that alternative A is preferred to B 2 times, and B is preferred to C 4 times, but alternative A is preferred to C 3 times in stead of 8 times. This is called cardinal inconsistency, and for an inconsistent judgment, the inconsistent data should be identified and adjusted before it is used to make a valid decision. Therefore, the inconsistent data processing issue in a judgment matrix has become a hot topic since the introduction of the AHP/ANP. Currently, there are many methods for identifying and adjusting the inconsistent data, for example, auto-adaptive algorithms in ( [14] , [16] ), absolute differences methods in ( [17] , [18] ), perturbation matrix method in [19] etc. However, the existing methods are either too complicated to delay the speed of inconsistent data analysis or are difficult to preserve most of the original information in the judgment matrix, or are extremely dependent on the priority weights. Therefore, it is necessary to propose a cardinal inconsistent data analysis model to effectively and simply identify the inconsistent data in order to make a valid decision, which is independent to the priority weights while preserving most of the original information in a judgment matrix. In an attempt to establish such models, the absolute differences of geometric mean matrix in [20] , the induced bias matrix model (IBMM) in [21] , were proposed to identify the possible inconsistent data in a judgment matrix.
In this paper, a geometric mean induced bias matrix (GMIBM), which is only based on the original matrix A, is established to identify the most inconsistent data in a judgment matrix. Through observing and adjusting the largest bias data in the induced bias matrix, the consistency ratio of the judgment matrix can be quickly improved to make a fast decision for emergence management. Besides, a general estimating formula of the mined cardinal inconsistent data of GMIBM is provided.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. The next section briefly describes the cardinal inconsistency in a judgment matrix. The theorems, corollaries and identifying processes of GMIBM are further proposed and presented in Section 3. Two numerical examples introduced in [21] are used to test the proposed model in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Cardinal Inconsistency
Let the judgment matrix be A = [a i j ] n×n , where a i j >0 and a i j =1/ a ji for all i, j,and k, if a i j = a ik a k j holds for all i, jandk, then matrix A is said to be perfectly cardinal consistency, otherwise, it is called cardinal inconsistency. In practice, it is unrealistic to obtain a perfectly cardinal consistency of matrix A, therefore AHP allows a certain level of cardinal inconsistency of the judgment matrix. To measure the consistency of a judgment matrix and determine a certain acceptable level of inconsistency, Saaty proposed a consistency index (CI), denoted as:
where λ max is the maximum eigenvalue of matrix A, and n is the order of matrix A.
To define a unique consistency test index that does not rely on the order of judgment matrices, the consistency index (CI) was extended and the consistency ratio (CR) method was further proposed by Saaty [17] ,
where CI is the consistency index shown in equation (1) while RI is the average random index based on Matrix Size, as shown in Table 1 . If the CR of a judgment matrix is less than or equal to 0.1 (CR≤0.1), indicating the inconsistency is relatively small, the judgment matrix is said to be of acceptable inconsistency. If CR is greater than 0.1 (CR>0.1), the judgment matrix is of unacceptable cardinal inconsistency, and the decision makers are asked to revise their judgments. To effectively identify the cardinal inconsistent data and improve the consistency ratio of a judgment matrix, a geometric mean induced bias matrix (GMIBM) by Hadarmad product is proposed in the following sections.
3 Geometric Mean Induced Bias Matrix (GMIBM)
Theorem of GMIBM
To identify the inconsistent data, a geometric mean induced bias matrix (for short GMIBM, hereinafter), which is only based on the original judgment matrix and independent to the priority weights, is established to amplify the most inconsistent data in this paper. Then, the most inconsistent data can be identified by observing the largest data in the induced bias matrix. The related theorems and corollaries are presented in this section.
Theorem 1. The geometric mean induced bias matrix (GMIBM) C should be a U matrix if judgment matrix A is perfectly consistent, that is,
represents an n-by-n geometric mean matrix composed of all geometric mean of a ik a k j for all i, j and k, U =
n denotes the order of A, A T represents the transpose of matrix A. Symbol ′ • ′ denotes Hadamard product (e.g. C = A • B means c i j = a i j b i j for all i and j ).
Proof: If the judgment matrix satisfies the perfect consistency condition, namely, a ik a k j = a i j holds for all i, j and k. Since a i j =1/a ji , we have
Therefore, all entries in matrix C are ones if the matrix is perfectly consistent, and matrix C is a U matrix, whose entries are ones.
To simply compute the GMIBM and easily understand the theorem of GMIBM, the Theorem 1 is transformed to following theorem.
Theorem 2. The geometric mean induced bias matrix (GMIBM) C should be a U matrix if judgment matrix A is perfectly consistent, that is,
where L = 
Corollary 4. There must be some inconsistent data in the geometric mean induced bias matrix (GMIBM) C deviating far away from one if the judgment matrix is inconsistent.
Based on Corollary 4, we can identify the most inconsistent data in matrix A by observing the largest data deviating from 1 in the geometric mean induced bias matrix (GMIBM) C. Details of inconsistency identification processes are presented below.
Inconsistency Identification and Adjustment Processes of GMIBM
To propose the inconsistency identification and adjustment processes of GMIBM based on above Theorems and Corollaries, the aforementioned n-by-n judgment matrix A = [a i j ] n×n is used in the following. The processes of inconsistent data analysis and adjustment of GMIBM include two major steps, inconsistency identification and inconsistency adjustment:
Step I: Inconsistency Identification
Step 1: Compute a column matrix L and a row matrix R, which are composed of geometric means of rows and columns respectively.
where
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Step 2: Compute geometric mean matrix by formulā
We can obtain the geometric mean matrixĀ. The computing processes are shown below:
where L is an n-by-one column matrix, which is composed of all geometric means of rows while R is a one-by-n row matrix R composed of all geometric means of columns, as shown in formula (6) and the two edges of matrix A in Step 1. The geometric mean matrixĀ can be easily computed by multiplying L to R.
Step 3: Compute geometric mean induced bias matrix (GMIBM) C by formula,
Step 4: Identify the data with the largest value, denoted as c max i j , deviating from 1 in matrix C, then the corresponding a i j is regarded as the most inconsistent data in matrix A. If there are other data, say c mn , c pq , whose values are also deviating far away from 1, then their corresponding data in matrix A, a mn , a pq , can also be considered as the possible inconsistent elements. Once the inconsistent data are identified, the following two steps are proposed to adjust the inconsistent data.
Step II: Inconsistency Adjustment:
Step 1: Estimate the value of identified inconsistent data by formulã
n−2 (9) whereã i j denotes the estimated value of the most inconsistent data a i j whileā i j is the geometric mean value located at the i th row and the j th column of geometric mean matrixĀ.
Step 2: Test the consistency of the revised matrix A by replacing the inconsistent data with the estimated values.
To summarize, the processes of dealing with inconsistency by GMIBM include two major steps, that is, inconsistency identification and inconsistency adjustment. The first two steps in Step I are used to show the specific procedure of computing geometric mean matrixĀ. For simplicity, one can directly use the latter two steps as the sub-steps of Step I to identify the most inconsistent data. To verify the effectiveness and accuracy of GMIBM, in the following, two numerical examples introduced in [20] are used to illustrate the proposed model.
Illustrative Examples
To test the effectiveness and correctness of the proposed GMIBM, and illustrate the processes of the proposed specific inconsistency identification and adjustment by numerical examples, two numerical examples in [21] are used in this paper.
Example 1 The Example 1 used in [21] , which was firstly introduced in [20] , is a 4 × 4 inconsistent pair-wise comparison matrix A with CR=0.173>0. Apply the GMIBM to this matrix:
Step 1 Step 2: Compute geometric mean matrix by formula (7), = c max 31 = 2.5227, deviating from 1 in matrix C, then the corresponding element a 31 in matrix A is regarded as the most inconsistent element,indicating that it is smaller than its average values.
Step II: Inconsistency Adjustment
Step 1: Estimate the possible proper value of a 31 using the estimating formula (9)
Step 2: Test the consistency of the revised matrix A by replacing the inconsistent elements a 31 and a 13 with the estimated values 2 and 1/2. The revised matrix passed with CR=0.0028<0.1.
The identified inconsistent data and its estimated value are the same as the ones in [19] and [20] , but the proposed method is faster to find the inconsistent element and estimate the values. Step I: Inconsistency Identification
Step 1: Compute the column matrix R and the row matrix L by formula (6),
Step 2: Compute geometric mean matrix by formula (7), Step 3: Compute geometric mean induced bias matrix (GMIBM) C by formula (8) , 
Step 4: Identify the largest value c max i j in matrix C. Here c max i j = c max 14 = 8, deviating from 1 in matrix C, then the corresponding element a 14 in matrix A is regarded as the most inconsistent element, indicating that it is smaller than its average values.
Step 1: Estimate the possible proper value of a 14 using the estimating formula (9), 
Step 2: Test the consistency of the revised matrix A by replacing the inconsistent elements a 14 and a 41 with the estimated values 8 and 1/8. The revised matrix passed with CR=0<0.1.
The identified inconsistent data and the estimated value are the same as the ones in [20] , but the proposed method is faster to find the inconsistent data and estimate the values.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a geometric mean induced bias matrix (GMIBM), which is only based on the original matrix and independent to the way of deriving the priority weights, to identify the cardinal inconsistent data in the judgment matrix. The inconsistent data identification process includes two major steps, namely, inconsistency identification and inconsistency adjustment. The inconsistent data can be easily and quickly identified by observing the data with the largest value(s) deviating from 1 in the induced bias matrix C. Besides, the identified data can be estimated by the estimated formula. Two examples are used to illustrate the proposed model. The results show that the proposed model is easier and faster to identify and adjust the inconsistent data than existing models.
